CELEBRATE!!!!!!

Our LIVE RELEASE RATE is
(drum roll please…….)
92.5%

We are OVER 90%!!
Not just dogs but
DOGS & CATS
Based on:

- 2014/15 – begin building funds
- 2015/16 - Building fund finished, start building
- **LAST YEAR Dana started 1/2017; building completed 5/2017 (moved into SNIP mid April 2017);**

- 6 months this year Dana measurable areas
  - Corp. Contributions **up 136%** $21,736
  - General Cont. **up 18%** (6 mo.)
  - Foundations and Grants **up $47,000 over 250%**
  - Membership is **up $21,000**
• General Contributions are up 18%
• Corp. Contributions up 136% $21,736
• Foundations and Grants up $47,000 over 250%
  • We added (2) this month – Bissel $7,500 for Spay/Neuter
  • SNIP veterinary education scholarships $1,500
• Adoptions are up 29% Dollars parallel animal numbers
For the first time in years
FIELD SERVICE REVENUE
Is UP
$7,500!!!
that’s 6%
Over 140 cats have been TNR’d through our Community Cat Program
ANDRES & MARK join forces!
Adoption dollars are up 29% 
Animal adoption NUMBERS are up 24% 
We have taken in over 340 dogs since July on transports!

Jessica, Kelly and the ADOPTION SERVICE TEAM
We have increased our capacity by **29 s/n surgeries** a week or a **33% increase**

&

**18 additional services weekly**

Or a **51% increase**

They are concentrating on profits to get that in line.

**SNIP CLINIC on the way!**
They are growing in double digit increases AGAIN!!!

They are up 29%!

Leann and the Behavior Department